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The effectiveness of neural networks and the optimization of parameters for implementing neural networks
were evaluated for use in the identification of single molecules according to their fluorescence lifetime. The
best network architecture and training parameters were determined for both ideal and nonideal single-molecule
fluorescence data. The effectiveness of the neural network is compared to that of the maximum likelihood
estimator on the basis of its ability to correctly identify single molecules. For ideal single-molecule data, it
was found that the neural networks and the maximum likelihood estimator perform approximately equally
well. For nonideal single-molecule fluorescence data, neural networks were able to correctly identify a larger
percentage of single-molecule events than the MLE method.
Introduction
In recent years, neural network algorithms have received more
and more use in pattern recognition applications.1,2 Some
examples of such applications include predicting protein folds
from sequence,3 weather pattern prediction,4 instrument and
process monitoring5 and financial prediction.6 Advantages of
neural networks in these applications include the ability of the
algorithm to adapt as new data are presented, and their simplicity
relative to the systems they are predicting. Neural networks
utilize simple parallel elements to perform complex analysis
and classification of data. Because of this feature, neural
networks can be of particular use when an explicit mathematical
model of behavior is not available.7
Pattern matching algorithms have been widely applied to the
identification of single molecules on the basis of their detected
fluorescence.8-10,11 These algorithms can include many different
parameters measurable by single-molecule fluorescence spec-
troscopy including spectral information, polarization, fluores-
cence lifetime, and fluorescence intensity. Because of the
inherently small signal detected from a single molecule, the
ability to identify molecules is limited. In many current single-
molecule fluorescence measurements, time-correlated single-
photon counting (TCSPC) gives the ability to measure the
excited state lifetime of individual molecules. To fully maximize
the information content of a TCSPC single-molecule fluores-
cence data set, statistical estimator techniques have been shown
to give the best results when dealing with the “stochastic” nature
of single-molecule fluorescence data. In particular, for identify-
ing molecules based on their fluorescence lifetime, pattern-
matching using the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)
technique has been shown to give the theoretically best possible
identification for typical fluorophores.12-15
Though MLE performs at the theoretical optimum for
distinguishing between simple (ideal) fluorophores, it may fail
in cases where a single fluorophore can exist in either one of
two possible states with widely different lifetimes, as it uses
the average decay profile of a fluorophore (typically from bulk
measurements) as a means of comparison. In this work, the use
of neural networks in classifying fluorescence from individual
molecules in a mixture is explored. Because a neural network
should be able to extract the salient features (including popula-
tion heterogeneity) of the data provided, and ignore nondis-
criminating information, it could provide a significant advantage
over the MLE technique in some cases. This type of approach
was previously used by Sun et al. to identify individual bursts
in a single-molecule data set that had been generated by a Monte
Carlo algorithm. It was demonstrated that neural networks could
empirically apply the distinguishing features of a data set
including fluorescence lifetime, absorption cross-section, fluo-
rescence quantum efficiency, and photodestruction efficiency
for identification without having to develop a statistical theory
of the features used for identification.16
It is often the case in measurements of biological systems
that no physical model exists to describe the behavior. One
advantage of neural networks is that they analyze complex
systems without using a specific model and have shown robust
accuracy in identification. Though the use of physical models
in the analysis of data can sometimes lend insight into the
underlying mechanism, if used inappropriately, such models can
distort interpretation. To further explore the utility of neural
networks in identifying nonideal fluorescent molecules, simu-
lated data mimicking a system in which two fluorophores are
mixed with one fluorophore existing in two states with distinct
lifetimes is analyzed. The average fluorescence lifetime of the
two fluorophores is the same. In this case, a neural network
should be able to identify the two fluorophores using a form of
pattern recognition less constrained than MLE.
Experimental Section
Single-Molecule Fluorescence Data. Single-molecule fluo-
rescence data from the three rhodamine derivatives JF9,17
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JA167,18 and JA5319 used in this work were taken from a
previously published data set containing time-correlated single-
photon (TCSPC) decay histograms of single-molecule events.12
These dyes were used because they represent the ideal case of
a group of fluorophores with simple, single-exponential decay
times. The structure of each TCSPC histogram consists of sixty-
four 200 ps wide time bins. The amplitude in each bin of the
histogram is normalized by the total number of photons in the
single-molecule event. The data for each dye were collected
separately. The analysis below involves the identification of
single molecules in mixtures of two dyes. The data sets for each
dye pair of fluorophores were constructed by taking events at
random from individual fluorophores and combining them in
the computer. In this work, it is assumed that the single-molecule
data are collected from a sample having a low enough
concentration so that very few of the single-molecule events
result from overlapping of two or more events. On the basis of
this assumption, data sets created for dye-pair analysis did not
include overlapping events.
The performance of single-molecule identification algorithms
using nonideal fluorophores was also considered by generating
hypothetical data sets containing two fluorophores as above,
but in this case one fluorophore had two distinct conformations
each with a different lifetime. The nonideal single-molecule data
were generated by creating 6000 events for each hypothetical
fluorophore. The number of photons in each theoretical single-
molecule event was calculated by taking 20 photons plus a
random number determined according to an exponential distri-
bution function. The exponential distribution function used had
a decay constant of 10 photons (Details of this methodology
will be given later in Figure 5b). The arrival time, relative to
the excitation pulse, for each photon was also determined using
an exponential distribution function having a decay time
corresponding to the hypothetical excited-state lifetime. For each
molecule, arrival times were then histogrammed as discussed
above into discrete time bins. The amplitude of each bin in the
histogram was normalized by the total number of photons in
the histogram. Single-molecule events were generated having
excited-state decay times of 1, 2, and 3 ns.
In this work, analysis using a maximum likelihood estimator
(MLE) approach was compared to analysis using a neural
network algorithm. The MLE methodology was the same as
that described for the original analysis of these data.12 The neural
network approach is described in detail below. For both analysis
techniques, the data were divided into a training set and a test
set. The training set was used to generate the appropriate pattern
base for single-molecule identification. The test set was the data
used to evaluate the accuracy of single-molecule identification.
Construction and Training of Neural Networks for Single-
Molecule Identification. A neural network is made up of
interconnecting nodes or “neurons”. In this case, the input vector
consists of the sixty-four bin values in the decay histogram of
a single-molecule event described above. In Figure 1, an input
vector with only five elements is used for clarity (I1-I5 in Figure
1). In a standard “feed-forward” implementation, the input vector
is multiplied by a weight matrix (w1,j,k) to find the inputs to the
first layer of the network (N1,1 and N1,2). Each node in this layer
generates an output, based on what is known as its transfer
function. The transfer function maps the input value of each
node to an output value and is usually some nonlinear function
bounded between 0 and +1 or -1 and +1. These output values
are then weighted by a second weight matrix (w2,j,k). This
process continues for a set number of intermediate, or hidden
layers. A final output is obtained from the output layer of nodes.
In Figure 1, the output layer consists of N2,1 and N2,2. The values
of the weight matrices are determined during the training period
as described below.
In constructing the network, the number of layers and the
number of nodes in each layer is defined, and weights are
initially randomized. The network is presented with a set of
input vectors whose desired output from the network is known,
also called the training set. Deviations from this desired output
Figure 1. Two-layer network with two nodes (N) in each layer and five inputs (I). The transfer function (T) of each node operates on the sum of
the weighted inputs that connect to each node. The output of the network is given by N2,1 and N2,2.
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are accumulated as error, and after all inputs are presented, the
overall error is propagated backward through the network and
weights are changed according to a previously defined back-
propagation algorithm. The algorithm changes the weights
connecting the nodes to minimize the error seen in the training
set using any of a number of minimization techniques. A second
set of known inputs, called a validation set, can be used to then
check the error of the network as well. Validation sets are used
to avoid the network simply memorizing the training set and
can improve training and test performance.
Training continues through multiple iterations until one of
several possible conditions is met. In this work, training was
stopped either when the error reached a certain lower boundary,
when the error was no longer changing between iterations, or
when the error on the validation set began to increase. The
network architectures tested consisted of two layers (a first,
hidden, layer receiving the weighted inputs, and a final layer
producing the output). All networks tested were feed forward,
and trained with a back-propagation method. Validation sets
were used in all cases. The selection of events for the validation
set, training set, and test set is performed at random. Events
that are used for one set are not used for another set. The training
set size was varied between 5 and 5000 single-molecule events.
The number of nodes in the first layer was varied between 1
and 10, and three different training algorithms were tested with
the largest training set size to determine which network
architecture and training algorithm was most appropriate for
this application. The transfer function used in every case was
log-sigmoidal, though a sigmoidal transfer function and several
other transfer functions were also explored with similar results.
The output layer was structured to have two outputs that could
each vary between 0 and 1. Output vectors for the training and
validation set were defined to be [1,0] for the first dye and [0,1]
for the second dye. The training algorithms used were a resilient
back-propagation (TrainRP), a scaled conjugate gradient algo-
rithm (TrainSCG), and the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
(TrainLM). These training algorithms are part of the Matlab
Neural Networks Toolbox. All neural network analysis was done
using the Matlab programming platform.
Results
Application of Neural Networks to Single-Molecule Data.
Data from the JA167 and JA53 dye pair were used to determine
the best configuration and training parameters of a neural
network that identifies single molecules by their excited state
decay characteristics. The excited state lifetimes of JA167 and
JA53 are 2.0 and 2.4 ns, respectively, and in this data set, bursts
having more than 20 photons were used. The bursts were
selected from the data as described previously.12 This data set
was previously analyzed using the maximum likelihood estima-
tor technique in a study that showed that the MLE approach
was able to achieve the best possible accuracy for identifying
single molecules in this data set.12 Here the same data set is
analyzed using a neural network approach. The performance
of either identification algorithm was measured in terms of the
average identification error. The identification error is defined
here as the fraction of the molecules of a particular fluorophore
that were misidentified. The average identification error for a
dye pair is the average of the identification errors for the
individual fluorophores in the dye pair.
Shown in Figure 2a is the dependence of the number of nodes
in the first layer of the network on the average identification
error using TrainRP as a training function (see Methods for
description of the network architecture used and definitions of
training functions). The networks in this plot were trained with
1000 training cases and 1000 validation cases. The networks
used in this study were two-layer networks. The use of three or
more layered networks did not result in any improvement in
performance. For each data point shown, 10 networks were
trained and the performance of each was tested on 1000 test
cases that were not part of the training data. The error bars show
the standard deviation in the identification error for the network
trained with TrainRP. Increasing the number of nodes used past
2 resulted in little or no improvement in either the average
performance or the standard deviation. Other training functions
were also tested including TrainLM and TrainSCG, but use of
these functions resulted in a larger average identification error
and a greater variability in the performance of networks trained
under the same conditions (not shown). Because early stopping
is used to prevent overtraining, only those training algorithms
capable of early stopping were tested. The use of early-stopping
resulted in shorter training times and a slightly improved
identification accuracy. Without early stopping, the neural
network can be trained to memorize the features of certain events
instead of generalizing their salient features. The number of
elements in the training set affected the performance of the
network, as shown in Figure 2b. Larger training sets resulted
in lower error in single-molecule identification. In Figure 2b,
the dependence of the average identification error using the MLE
technique is shown for comparison. The number of training
events refers to the number of events used to either generate
the patterns required for the MLE method or the number of
training events used for the neural network based method.
Three dye pairs were chosen to validate the effectiveness of
neural networks for single-molecule identification. On the basis
of the initial tests described above, a two-layer network with
two nodes in the first layer trained using the TrainRP training
Figure 2. Average error in identifying events from JA53 and JA167 as a function of the number of nodes in the first layer (a) and number of
training events (b). TrainRP was used as the training function for neural network analysis. In panel b, for comparison, the identification error when
using MLE is also shown. The error bars show the standard error.
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function was employed. In each case for each fluorophore, 1000
events were used as training cases and 1000 events were used
as validation cases. A total of 2500 events were used to test the
trained networks. In Figure 3, the identification error and number
of single-molecule bursts are shown as a function of the number
of photons per burst for fluorophores JA53 (Figure 3a,b) and
JA167 (Figure 3c,d). In Figures 3a,c, the ability to identify
single-molecule events as a function of the number of photons
in a burst is plotted both using the MLE technique and using
the trained neural network. As can be seen, the performance of
the two methods is nearly identical. Because MLE has been
shown to identify individual molecules using this data set with
the theoretically best possible accuracy,12 these results imply
that properly trained neural networks can also perform optimally.
In Figure 4, the comparison between single-molecule fluo-
rophore identification using the neural network vs the MLE
approach is extended to two additional fluorophore pairs (JA53/
JA167 is also shown for comparison). What is plotted is the
average identification error for each dye pair. In all cases, the
performance of the network is nearly identical to that of the
MLE method.
Application of Neural Networks to Nonideal Single-
Molecule Data Analysis. To explore the application of neural
networks to the analysis of more complicated single-molecule
data sets, single-molecule events were computer generated
according to a scenario where one of the two fluorescing species
(A) to be identified has multiple conformations with distinct
fluorescence lifetimes. The other species to be identified (B)
has a fixed fluorescence lifetime and can be measured separately.
An example of species A would be a DNA molecule with a
fluorophore and a fluorescence quencher bound at different
positions such that the efficiency of fluorescence quenching is
a function of the DNA conformation. A subpopulation of the
DNA molecules bound to a protein may change the conforma-
tion of the DNA molecule, and thus the degree of quenching.
Species B could represent a fluorescent contaminant as one often
finds in biological preparations.
The model data set includes an equal number of events from
species A and species B. Species A has an excited-state lifetime
of either 1 or 3 ns (depending on the conformation, see below)
and species B has a lifetime of 2 ns. A distribution of
fluorescence lifetimes histogrammed for these hypothetical
molecules is shown in Figure 5a. For the case shown in this
figure, species A consists of 35% molecules with an excited-
state decay time of 1 ns and 65% molecules with an excited-
state decay time of 3 ns. Though many other compositions of
species A were used in the evaluation of the neural network
approach, this ratio (35%:65%) is shown because it represented
one of the worst cases for MLE analysis (see below). The burst
size distributions for both species are shown in Figure 5b.
For the analysis of the nonideal data set described here, a
two-layer neural network was used. The number of nodes in
the output layer was held to 2 (because there were 2 possible
outcomes of the identification). The number of nodes required
in the first layer to achieve an optimal performance by the neural
network was substantially greater than in the simpler (ideal)
case described above. As shown in Figure 6, five nodes in the
first layer were required to obtain the best performance. For
each number of nodes tested in the first layer, a series of
networks were trained and evaluated in which the percentage
of species A having a 1 ns decay time varied from 0 to 100%.
The standard deviation shown is based on the results from six
networks trained under identical conditions. The ability to
identify species A or B depends strongly on the fraction of
species A in the 1 ns vs 3 ns conformation. A new network
was trained using each of a series of different relative amounts
Figure 3. Identification error for individual fluorophores as a function of burst size for both neural network analysis and MLE analysis of a
mixture of JA53 (a) and JA167 (c). Burst size distribution for these fluorophores in the same sample (b and d). Details are given in the text.
Figure 4. Average identification error for three dye-pairs using MLE
and a trained neural network. For each dye tested, there were 1000
training events and 1000 validation events used to train the network.
The trained network was evaluated using 2500 test events that were
not among those used for training.
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of the 1 and 3 ns subspecies of species A and a range of different
numbers of nodes in the first layer. In each case, the average
identification error was measured by evaluating a randomly
chosen mixture of 1000 test cases each from species A and
species B. The average identification error shown in Figure 6
was determined by averaging the results across all the tested
compositions (relative amounts of the 1 and 3 ns subspecies)
of species A. This type of averaging was done to ensure that
the network architecture gave the best performance over a
variety of possible test compositions. For example, using a
neural network with five nodes in the first layer, the average
identification error ranges from about 0.05 to about 0.2 as a
function of species A composition (this case is shown in Figure
7 as described below). The average of all the identification errors
shown in Figure 7 corresponds to the point in Figure 6 where
5 nodes are in the first layer.
Network Performance. Networks having 5 nodes in the first
layer were trained for a series of different relative amounts of
1 and 3 ns conformations of species A, and the average
identification errors are shown in Figure 7 for each of these
cases. These networks were trained with 1000 test events, 1000
training events, and 1000 validation events from each species
for each case. MLE was also used to distinguish species A from
B. Here the fluorescence pattern used in the MLE analysis was
derived from the total fluorescence time course of each species,
as described previously.12 As expected, at the end points of the
graph, where species A has only a single lifetime, the neural
network and the MLE approach yielded the same results. These
two cases are equivalent to distinguishing between two dyes
each with a single lifetime as in Figures 3 and 4. In contrast,
for cases in which there was a significant mixture of the two
conformations of species A, the performance of the neural
network was superior to that obtained with MLE. The accuracy
of the MLE approach could be enhanced by applying a two
population physical model to data analysis, dividing species A
into two subspecies with different lifetimes, but what was tested
here was the accuracy of identification algorithms that do not
depend on a physical model (the neural network analysis never
assumes a specific number of subspecies or a specific composi-
tion of subspecies). Primarily in the analysis of natural samples,
there are cases where no reliable model can be imposed.
Discussion
Application of Neural Networks for Ideal Cases. For the
identification of single-molecule events produced by ideal
fluorophores, neural networks and MLE operate in essentially
the same way. In both techniques, pattern recognition is used
to determine if a given event has a lifetime more similar to one
of the two molecules. The final result of both approaches is a
number whose magnitude indicates how well the input decay
curve resembles the lifetime of one fluorophore or the other.
For the neural network, the pattern memory is contained in the
weight matrices which transform the input histogram into a final
output. For the MLE approach, fluorophore identification is
performed by statistical comparison of each input histogram to
the histogram of the bulk decay kinetics from the individual
fluorophores. Neural networks having two nodes in the first layer
function in approximately the same way as MLE in that in both
methods only two transformation functions are applied to each
Figure 5. (a) Distribution of the fluorescence lifetimes measured for the simulated single-molecule events where species A consists of 35%
molecules having a 1 ns decay time and 65% molecules having a 3 ns decay time. (b) Burst size distribution of the simulated single-molecule
events for species A and species B.
Figure 6. Average identification error over all compositions of species
A tested (see text) as a function of number of nodes in the first layer.
Neural network performance improves in this case as the number of
nodes in the first layer is increased up to about 5 nodes. The error bars
show the standard error.
Figure 7. Average identification error using both MLE and neural
network analysis as a function of the composition of species A (percent
of the species A molecules having a 1 ns lifetime out of a mixture of
molecules with 1 and 3 ns lifetimes). When there is a nearly equal
mixture of the 1 and 3 ns subspecies in species A, the average
identification error using MLE is much greater than it is using a neural
network. The error bars show the standard error.
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input data point. In the case of MLE, the two transformation
functions are the probability evaluations based on the two
independent fluorophore decay histograms. In the case of the
neural network, these are the two input weight vectors applied
to the input data. Consequently, the fact that neural network
and MLE based approaches performed with equal accuracy is
not surprising given their similarities.
This can be seen in Figures 3 and 4 where the ability of neural
networks to identify single molecules is essentially equivalent
to that of the MLE technique. For nearly ideal data such as
this, MLE would be the method of choice for identifying
molecules because of the ease with which it is implemented.
However, for more complex samples common to biological
systems, heterogeneous fluorescence characteristics are the
norm. Consequently, because neural networks perform as well
as MLE under ideal conditions, and better with heterogeneous
fluorophores, they could be a more attractive option for single-
molecule identification in certain cases.
Application of Neural Networks to Nonideal Cases. By
increasing the number of nodes in the neural network, one
enhances the ability of the network to extract salient features
from nonideal data. As can be seen in Figure 6, for the nonideal
cases described, the average identification error decreases as
the number of nodes is increased. Even with only one node in
the first layer, the network performs as well as MLE (Figure
6). As more nodes are added, the network can identify species
A with greater accuracy because it can recognize the individual
subspecies in species A. As a specific example, Rhodamine-
6G covalently attached to DNA has been seen to have multiple
distinctly different excited-state lifetimes.20 This is because of
the various interactions the fluorophore can have with the DNA
bases. For identification of this molecule in a background of
other fluorophores, the description of the rhodamine/DNA
complex generated by a neural network would include all of
the different excited-state lifetimes as possible, distinct states
of the system, rather than using the ensemble averaged
characteristics of the complex to identify it.
Figure 7 demonstrates the ability of neural networks to take
into account multiple distinct fluorescent states of a molecule
in performing identification. The identification error varies
nearly monotonically between the two extremes of the composi-
tion of species A in the case of the neural network. In contrast,
MLE identification is distinctly worse for mixed compositions
of subspecies in species A than for extreme cases in which only
the 1 ns or 3 ns subspecies were present. Regardless of the
complexity of the data, a properly designed and trained neural
network should be able to identify single molecules with an
accuracy restricted only by the statistical limitation imposed by
the signals available in single-molecule spectroscopy.
In complex cases of single-molecule fluorescence data, the
direct application of MLE may fail. One could develop a
physical model for the nonideality of the fluorescent probe and
incorporate this model into a successful MLE approach.
However, this requires a specific knowledge of the fluorescent
probe’s physical characteristics (including the number and
frequency of distinct fluorescent states it can occupy). The
advantage of using a neural network approach in such a case is
that it requires no such model. As long as the two or more
fluorescent species (or even groups of species) to be distin-
guished can be separated and used in the training of the network,
in principle the neural network approach should be able to utilize
all available information in performing species identification.
Thus, the neural network approach is more general, allowing
model-independent analysis of mixtures of fluorophores with
either ideal or nonideal properties using a single methodology.
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